time of my life
by doug hyde

“

Long summer days, happy childhood holidays, good times spent with my family…
these are some of the memorable highlights of my own life which lie behind
the work in this collection, and make up ‘the time of my life’.

”

www.doughyde.com

memories
revisited
Doug’s highly communicative and engaging images make
an immediate and lasting impression on the viewer. In
2005, he was named as the UK’s best-selling published
artist and described as the UK’s most popular living artist
on a BBC TV national news broadcast.
Since then his popularity and profile has increased both at home
and abroad, and he has recently returned from a second sellout tour in Japan. Yet despite his phenomenal success he has
never lost touch with the realities of life, and has continued to
produce work based around his love for his family, his unfailing
optimism and his sheer enthusiasm for life.
The Time of My Life is classic Doug Hyde – head-turning artwork
that displays unrivalled creative flair, great technical skill, but
most of all, the unique ability to delight us, inspire us, and give
the gift of happiness.

beach bum paper edition of 295 21” x 14” framed £395

summer holiday paper edition of 295 14” x 21” framed £395
pocelain sculpture of 295 9” x 12” £295

king of the castle paper edition of 295 14” x 21” framed £395
pocelain sculpture of 295 8” x 12” £295

keep on smiling
The release of keep on smiling as a collectable
limited edition on glass is a major event in the
contemporary art world. The Doug Hyde smile
has achieved iconic status and has become
synonymous with the artist himself. For the
purist, the clarity and impact of this image
represents the essence of Doug Hyde and as
such is an essential collector’s item.
The natural sheen and reflective surface of this
stunning new glass presentation gives the viewer a
sense of looking in a mirror, and seeing their own
smile reflected back at them.

keep on smiling glass edition of 195 29” x 29” framed £695

the dog walker paper edition of 295 28” x 21” framed £575
pocelain sculpture of 295 10” x 11” £325

in love paper edition of 295 21” x 14” framed £395
pocelain sculpture of 295 9” x 6” £275

happy families paper edition of 295 28” x 21” framed £575

miniatures collection

“Working on this set has been a highly rewarding
project for me as it has given me the opportunity
to bring together six of my favourite images.
Each one has been inspired as ever by my own
memories and dreams, and each one carries a
positive message of hope and optimism.”
Small but perfectly formed, these vibrant and
heart-warming framed images sit like six jewels in
their beautiful presentation box. This luxurious
collector’s set represents a unique way to start or
expand a Doug Hyde collection.
big kiss

welcome to the world

heart of gold

miniatures collection box set of 595 comprises 6 framed paper editions £745
catch a kiss

my friend

the little intruder

